Opus Twelve

If you think your presence will change me
To the person you want me to be
If you think your wants will be appeased
By praising and criticizing me
    Then look around at what I am
    I'm to set in my ways
    Please don’t try to change me
    With your love.

If you want the earth and boundless sea
Brought to you and laid down at your feet
If you want to own all that you see
Brought to you by merely loving me
    Then drop your dreams of selfishness
    Your dreams with me will die.
    So please don’t try to change me
    With your love.

If you think that loving me will bring
You a life of pure tranquility
If you think your wants will be appeased
By praising and criticizing me:
    Then turn your head and walk away
    Your dreams with me will die.
    For you could never change me
    With your love.
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I F YOU THINK YOUR PRESENCE WILL CHANGE ME
I F YOU WANT THE EARTH AND BOUNDLESS SEA
I F YOU THINK THAT LOVING ME WILL BUILD

TO THE PERSON Brought to you a LADEN WITH WANT ME TO
YOU A LIFE OF YOU Laid down at your FEEL

IF YOU THINK YOUR WANTS WILL BE PLEASED
IF YOU THINK YOUR WANTS WILL BE A-PLEAS

THROUGH ANGELS AND CREATING ME
THROUGH ANGELS AND CREATING ME
THROUGH ANGELS AND CREATING ME

LOOK AROUND AT WHAT THEY SET IN
DROP YOUR DREAMS OF SELF-ISHNESS WITH ME
TURN YOUR HEAD AND WALK AWAY FROM ME

PLEASE DON'T TRY TO CHANGE ME WITH YOUR LOVE
YOU COULD NEVER CHANGE ME WITH YOUR LOVE